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Congressma·n Scott Shares Views on Impeachment
by Joshua Whitley
President Clinton should not be removed
On Thursday, January 14 1999, Con- from office.
gressman Robert C. Scott (D-Va.) who
In addition Scott took questions from
represents the congressional district be- the audience. Among the issues
tween Newport News and Richmond, came that Scott addressed was the " legal meanto the law school to share _his views on the ing" of the impeachment clause, the political motivations of Ken Starr, and the lack
impeachment ofPresident Clinton.
The speech, co-sponsored by BALSA of specificity of any of the charges against
and the Institute for Bill ofRights Law was the president
Congressman Scott particulary fowell attended by both law students and
cused on what he sees as the vagueness
professdrs.
Scott has been in the House of Repre- of the perjury charges aginast the Presisentatives since 1992. Congressman Scott dent
Scott began his presentation with a
is a graduate of Harvard college and re-·
briefhistory of the Constitution' s impeachceived his JD from Boston College.
According to past staff members, the mentclause.AccordingtoScott, the phrase
congressman is " quiet, productive, well "treason, bribery, and high crimes and
balanced, and respected :" Scott is from misdemeanors" has a ve ry specific constiNewport News, and is the first African- tutional meaning. _
The term " high crimes" suggests th at
American congressman to be elected in
the crimes were committed by " virtue of
Virginia in the modemEra.
_ Scott serves on both the Judiciary thepolitical office held. ' A misuse of the
Committee and the Committee on Educa- CIA, FBI , or the military were the types of
high crimes most commonly associated
t\on in the Workforce.
The Congressman spoke for an hour, - with this term .
Scott went on to explain that the term
presenting a well organized and passionate speech in which he maintained that See Scott Oil Impeachment Oil 7

How many law students can you
fit in one picture?
--~--

~~--~~

Ifyou said 14 then you still know how to do math, which will help you add up your
billable hours upon graduation. Included in this photo are representatives from all
three classes here at Marshall- Wythe, along with about naif of the Amicus statT and
three of this issue's trading card subjects.

''Political Economics of Secession'': Ehrlich Speaks to
Spanish Conference over Holiday Break
by Bob Ford
While most Marshall- Wythe
Students were gearing up for the start of
the second semester, Charles Ehrlich
(3L) was on his way to Spain. No, he
wasn ' t running away before his final
semester. Ehrlich had been invited to
Barcelona to speak at conference on the
" Political Economics of Secession."
The conference was sponsored by
the World Policy Institute and Eurasia
Group and is part of their Eurasia
Project The Eurasia Group ' s mission is ·
to try deal with ethnic conflict in the
Eurasian region by exposing leaders of
opposing groups to solutions from the
democratic states of the West
This particular conference was
geared for the situation in the former
Sov iet state of Georgia where the
Abkhazia region in northwestern
Georgia has broken away from the rest
of the country
Ehrlich sat on a panel that discussed
the situation in the Catalonia region of
Spai n. Other members of the panel
included one of the framers ofthe
Spanish constitution, ihe longtime
mayor of Barcelona. and the Secretary-

.... . . . ...
. . . . . ..
..

General of the main Catalan nationalist
party. The panel was moderated by
John Brademas, a former US
Congressman and President Emeritus of
New York University.
Ehrlich is an expert on the situation
in Catalonia and was the on! nonCatalan on the panel. Therefore he is
considered an outsider with a more
global view of the situation.
Other panels at the conference
focused on the division of
Czechoslovakia, the independence
movements in Scotland and Quebec,
and the Northern Ireland peace treaties.
The title of the paper Ehrlich
presented was "Secession in a Global
World". In it he discussed the unique
situation of Catalonia and its economic
ramifications.
While Catalan politicians do not
support outright secession from the
Spanish national government in Madrid,
the last 20 years have seen a great deal
of decentralization in Spain with power
being passed down to local
governments.
Combine this decentralization with
the increased internationalization and·

organizations like the European Union
and the United Nations and there is less
power held in Madrid .
In his paper, Ehrlich urged
independence-minded countries to
remember that becoming independent
does not mean you are independent
from the world.
However, he warned secession
minded countries to avoid the trap of
economic nationalism and to enter the
global market system. Ehrlich also
urged countries to go about gaining

their independence in as amicable a way
as possible because they will still have
to coexist econ9mically with their former
mother country. Finally, Ehrlich
cautioned potential European nations to
be wary of the central!st tendencies of
the European Union.
Charles Ehrlich has a doctorate in
Spanish history from Oxford and a
master.s in European Studies from the
London School of Economics. He is
also the head crew coach here at William
and Mary.
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Franz the Editor's Desk

Welcome Bob!! Plus It's Class _Gift Tiine
We have two orders of business in this issue's editorial page. First, I would like to officially welcome Sob Ford
( IL), a joint public policy/ law student to the Amicus
family. Bob \\·ill be taking the reins from me, and I thank
both God and Bob for that. As I wrap up my career here
at Marshall- Wythe. I am having a hard time battling the
3L apathy. Bob is enthusiastic, intelligent, he has publication experience and he is not a hermit or an anti-social
freak. so he is them an forthejob. Welcome him love him
and help him , because if my experience is any indicator of
what his experience will be, he is going to need some help.
So if yo u have any publication /layout experience or you
might like to write the occasional news article, please give
Bobahand. Ofcourse,lwillmaintainmyresponsibi lities
as the person to whom you must direct any complaints
until the last minute of my time here at Marshall-Wythe .
That's the fun part. By the way, the numberofpeop lewho
have, over the course of this year, actually had the stones
to complain to me is shockingly low. Maybe the paper is
perfect, but I suspect that some of the sniping and griping
I heard while not editor is sti ll out there. So let's hear it,
kids. Your time is running out
Speaking of time runn ing out the class of 1999 will
graduate in a very short time . That means that it is time
to give yo ur class gift. As before, we will bere3.isingmoney
fro m the class of 1999 which will be deposited in a choice
of places: Money given to the general fund will go to the
Fund For Exce llence, which is essentia lly a fu nd that the
Dean will distribute according to where he sees need for
it. You can also earmark your donation to one of several
rl-a\_v_s_c_h_o_o_l o_~_-g.;..a_n_iz_a_tl_
·o_n_s.;..
, i_n_c_lu_d_i_
n;;;.g_s_uc_l_1 _w_o_rt_h..;;y_I_·e_c.:,
ip_i_- _

entsas SBA (the people who bring you BarRe iew). PSF
(the people who pay your salary) -or Moot Court (the
people who make your life hell). If you feel that the
financial aid office has repeatedly screwed you over the
course of our ]qv.: school career (ma be that's just me)
and you don't want to reward the incompetence with
\Vhich you have been faced at ever)' corner on the main
campus, don't gi e to William & Mary. If ou hate those
Lav\· Review people, don-'t give to them. Fine. But please
take a look at what you have been given by MarshallWythe in your three years here, and give to the people
whom ., ou feel need and deserve your money.
I would have to say that, as someone who hasn't
gotten much out of law school academically, the Bar
Reviews have real!_ paidoffforme. Imaygivemymoney
therefore, to the SBA. !just don't know yet But I would
like to encourage people to give to the general fund. We
have a new dean, he seems pretty capable of making
decisions about where the money goes, and it is important
to have the funds available for whatever need arises.
Last year's class raised over$40.000. That is seriously
a pittance. We are all going to leave th is school, about 185
of us, with a very marketable degree. We will be making
more money in our fi rst year of employment than most
people in the world see in a decade. Compared to the
average American salary, we are going to be doing pretty
freaking welL Those of us who will go into government
or public service jobs will still be making a really decent
living. When you are faced with a form that asks you to
give a couple of hundred dollars a year for the next three
Y;;.·e_a..;,r..;,
s,;.;);..;,
'OU need to look at it with the eyes of a law school

graduate. not the eyes of a broke-ass law student You will
piss more money than that aw·ay on a couple of restaurant
meals.
We have received . even as out-of-state students, a
really great bargain here. We have been given a law
school with a wonderful sense of community. We have
been exposed to some top-notch professors. We have a
degree that has real prestige attached to the name William
& Mary. We have all made friends v.:ho will remain with
us for the rest of our lives. We have made aluable
contacts in the legal field. And, oh yeah, we incidentally
have received a high-quality legal education. I guarantee
you that you will get a lot more out ofyour three years here
than from your four years of university.
Even if you don't feel like you got all of these things
out oflaw school, it is still important to keep this place up .
Why? Because your law degree will forever have the
words "William & Mary" on it. If this school goes to poi,
so does the value of your degree. As a purely selfinterested transaction , giving money to the law school
will help you degree maintain value. You don't want it to
be like a used car, worth nothing once you drive it off the
lot, now do you?
People will be calling the 3Ls in the upcoming weeks
and months, asking for money for the class gift. Start
thinking about it now, start balancing the pros and cons
and figure out how much you can give. 'l ou'll get a coffee
cup or something if you donate over$3 per year for three
years. If you give $500, you get a half-price place on the
Dean's Council, which I think means , ou get to go to a
fancy dinner or something. Whatever motivates .you , I
urge you to give.

Join the Amicus.
Save the world, or at least

So where do we go from here,
1
r==== =
ou=r =sa=n =
. ty=. ======!Incoming E4itor sets agenda
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Editorial Policy
··
_
_The letters and opinion pages ofTheA.micusare dedicated to all
student opin ion regardless off01:m or content. The Amicus reserves
the right to edit for spelling and grammar, but not conten-t.
Letters to the Editor may not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper or its staff. All letters to the Editor should be
submitt_ed by 5 p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication. The
Amicus will not print a letter '"ithout confirmation of the author's
name . We may. however, withhold the nan1e on-request Letters over
500 words may be returned to the v.Titerwith a request that the Jetter
be edited for the sake of space.

Alright, I guess I ha e to write this editorial about myself even though I don ' twantto
do it Anyway we need to fill the space and
I don't ha e anything else to put here. Additionally if! am going to be writing editorials
for the next year or more I better introduce
myself
As Dana stated in her editorial above I am
a joint degree student here at William and
Mary with the Thomas Jefferson Program in
Public Policy where I started last year. Therefore I have been here in the Bu;g for over a
year and a halfand know my way around here
pretty well. It also means that I may be tiring
of the scene here a little faster than the rest
ofthe 1L's.
I went to little old Mount Saint Mary' s
College in western Maryland, and if you are
not from Maryland the only conceivable wa
you could have beard 6f it was because of
basketball (not that you care but hey I am
rambJjng). There was even less to do there
than ¢ere is do here in the burg if you can
belie that I v.·as managing editor of the
paper there so I ha e some clue what I am
doing with the Amicus.
As for the Amicus my ideas are simple.
First, get the paper out regularly and predictably (we're still working on this one). 1y
goat is.to get on two week rotation and have
the isslie out e ef\'-other Wednesdav. Onlv
time will tell wh-ether this actually com;s

e

·a bout or·not.
Second, provide infonnation that people need to know.
Any announcements, events happenings, whatever we
will print it.
Third , provide a forum for expression of pertinent
opinions. If you have an opinion on anything and want
to tell the world about, or least the law school about it we
will print it. If we tend to lean too far in one directio~ on
the political spectrum that is only because that is the side
that is submitting articles to us. So if you are on the other
side give us an article to balance it out.
Fourth and finally , to make people.laugh . Being a
friend and fan ofRobert Lettington has lead me to believe
that the Amicus ought to make people laugh, whether it be
with funn y columns or with photos. We have the rest of
our li es to be serious
we when leave here so we mioht as
.
well have a little fun while we are still in schooL
Blah, blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah
blah blah blah blah blah bl~h blah blah blah blah blah blah
blah blah. Just checking to see if you were paying
attention .
Ok, still have more space t9 fill so here it goes. If you
have read this far than you probably already know me and
therefore chances are Yery good, damn good actually,
that you are in this issue somewhere. All three of my
roommates wrote articles fo r this issue my article is about
one of them and all four of us are in the photo on the front
page. Sorry, but they were the people I could most easil
pester into writing articles.
. So ·ifyou want help with the Amicus at all please get
m touch, as you can probably tetl we need all the help we
can get.
~
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SBA : Pla-ns for the
Hom·e :Stretch
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SBA VP says get Beach Week
Housing, Barrister's Tickets.ASAP

by JeffTimmers
by Doug Dziak
As we start our final" push to complete this
Welcome back. First years, you're through the worst
Administration's year running the SBA, we are looking -set of exams, it does get better, I think. I wanted to give .
forward to a number ofevents that will hopefully top off everyone a heads up on the S.B.A. social calendar for the
our work. The SBA Board is currently putting the fmal next few months.
touches on our Barrister's Ball preparations as I write this,
First, the social event of the law school year, the
and we are eagerly awaiting what we hope will be a Barrister's Ball, will be held Feb 19th at the Williamsburg
tremendous night for everyone. This year's event will be Lodge, located in Colonial Williamsburg. Last year' s
held again at the Williamsburg Lodge ill Colonial event was very nice and I encourage everyone to attend
Williamsburg, on Friday, February 19"'. This event was a if you are able.
great time last year, and our hosts at CW are getting ready
The Barrister's Ball is a semiformaVformal dance that
for the one night every year on which we try to look includes heavy hor d' oeuvres, a DJ, an open bar, and
respectable (or at least dress well). Ticket information will some wild dancing. It really is a very good time. The S.B.A.
be forthcoming in the next few days, and we plan on using encourages all students to attend.
Please do not feel obligated to rent a tux or spend a
a ticket purchase plan similar to the one we used for Fall
fortune on a new dress. The key is to be there, not to go
from Grace and the Norfolk Tides baseball game ..
Additionally, we are beginiing to fmalize our plans for broke for one night We are still negotiating with a DJ but
some other Spring events and starting to prepare for a new that should be concluded soon. The dance will run from
group ofSBA board members to take control. As men- 9 p.m. until2 a.m.
While we encourage everyone to attend, plan actioned repeatedly by me throughout the year, we are
holding a law school golftournament at the Colonial Golf cordingly if you will be drinking. The central location of
Course in Toano. This will be held on Friday, March 19'". the Williamsburg Lodge makes taking a cab home easy,
and as of now looks like it will cost about $40 per person. affordable, and the smart thing to do! (You don ' t want to
We really hope we can get a good turnout and begin a new have to explain a DUI to your state bar.)
The ticket cost will vary depending on when you buy
tradition at the law school.
On our docket during these next few weeks are also your ticket During the first week of ticket sales, the cost
planning for Beach Week '99 and our graduation weekend will be $25 per person. During the second week of ticket
events. These are currently in the planning stages, and sales the cost will per $30 per person. During the final few
days and at the door, tickets will cost $35 per person.
See Timmers on 4
Thus, it makes a great deal of sense to buy your tickets

early if you know you are planning to attend the dance.
Watch your hanging files for the ticket order form and
then drop your completed order form in the S.B.A.
Barrister's Ball ticket sales box (the black box used for
earlietticketsales) with a check for the appropriate amount
made payable to the W&M Student Bar Association. If
you have any questions drop me, Carol Hirsh, Dana
Loftis, or JeffTimmers a note in their respective hanging
file.
I would also encourage those who are thinking about
going to the beach after exams for Beach Week to look into
making housing arrangements soon. The housing information from last year is in the S.B.A. folder 011 reserve
in the library. The earlier you make your arrangements,
the more likely you are to get the best houses . This is
always a great time, particularly ·for the 2ls and 3ls who
don ' t have to worry about the law review write-on .
We are trying to plan a few other activities for the
semester includiflg the I" annual S.~ . A. golf outing,
which I' m sure Jeff will discuss in his column, as well as
a boat trip from one ofthe boats in the Norfolk area. We
also would like to have a law school BBQ sometime when
the weather gets a little warmer.
Last, please check the S.B.A. bulletin board for the faculty/student lunch series times . These were, I believe, a
large success and we look fonvard to another successful
semester. Ifyou sign-up for one ofthe lunches, make sure
you get your cheese shop order in at least 24 hours before
the lunch.

Guest Speaker Examines th_e
History of the Bill of Rights ·
byEricTew
A distinguished panel of professors Rights coincided, not coincidentally, with
came to the law school's McGlothin Moot Reconstruction following the Civil War.
Courtroom on Thursday, January 21, to Amar argued that the ratification of the
discuss Yale Law professor's Akhil Reed Fourteenth Amendment signaled a shift of
Amar's new book The Bill of Rights: Cre- Bill ofRights interpretation from the protection of state sovereignty to the protection
ation and Reconstruction.
In addition to Amar, the panel included of individual liberties. This evolution was
professors Michael Curtis ofWake Forest, precipitated by state oppression of such
Melvin Urofsky ofVirginia Commonwealth fundamental liberties as speech and reliUniversity,and Michael Klarman of the gion in the years preceding the war.
After Amar ' s presentation, each of the
University ofVirginia. The panel was sponsored by the Institute ofBill ofRights Law. panel members gave a brief critique of the
Amar began the discussion with a brief book . . While largely complementary, the
synopsis of his book. As indicated by the professors all discussed some minor points
title, the book is essentially in two parts: the of disagreement Of particular note was
original understanding ofthe Bill ofRights Klarman' s argument that original intent, orat its creation and the manner in which that " dead hand control" as he called it, should
interpretation evolved, culminating with not guide contemporary constitutional inthe ratification of the Fourteenth amend- terpretation.
ment
Following themes articulated by Curtis
Amar argued that the first ten amend- and Urofsky, Klarman argued that with
ments, which did not become kit own as the technological evolution should come conBill ofRights until the 1880's, were initially stitutional evolution. He specifically tardesigned to protect local and state sover- geted Justices Rehnquist, Scalia, and
eignty from federal intrusion.
Thomas as taking a "static_view" ofthe Bill
Amarcitedhistorical context as support of Rights.
for his argument As an example, he noted
The presentations were followed by
thattbeoriginaiFirstAmendmentproposed questions from members of the audience,
a miriiinum number of representatives in eventually concluding with a ieception in
Coilgress. Thisamendment,ofcourse, was the lobby.
...
- .
not adopted but the idea was to prevent a Professor Amar also met with ~tud~n~
small~oupofpeople-fromelfectivelycon- over bre~t- Qn "Thursday ·an~ Fridaytrolling the entire nation.
mornings.
_ The "reconstruction" of .tbe Bill _qf__- _. --< ,_- _ .. _
. · . . ... .

...
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Student
Selection

Committee·
of
New

by Lee Harrell
The selection process for three faculty
positions is currently underway. Those
chosen to interview are invited to the law
school fora day long interview consisting
of tours, meetingswith faculty , and meetings with the faculty hiring student committee.
The committee, headed by SBA Vice
President Doug Dziak, includes: Adam
Casagrande (1 L), Elizabeth Evans (3L),
Dany IFrankl in (3 L), J(indra Gromelski (2L),
Lee Harrell(l L), Liana Henry( 1L), Susan
Isbister (2L), Earl Pinto (2L), Kevin Rice
(2L), and Cristen Sikes (3L).
Interviewees spend an hour. with the
committee · during which they
arequestioned by the committee members.
At the conclusion of this session, the
committee meets and in formally discusses
the candidate.
Candidates are judged based on their
past accomplishments, their potential contributions to the law school and the overall
impression they gave during the interview.
Although the student committee is not
fonnally involved in the actual voting on
the candidates, it does submit a report to
the faculty on each person interviewed.
The report is compiled by Doug Dziak (3L)
and based on opinions from each committeemember.
Dziak remarks," While we certainly have
only a limited say in final decisions, I do

think our opinions (the committee's) are law.
valued and seriously considered by the
The committee is in agreement that
faculty hiring committee.
there is a strong desire among students to
lt' s worth noting that many of the bolster the faculty in the area of internainterviewees are surprised that students tional law.
have the chance to interview faculty memAlthough student input is not conclubers and note that the faculty speaks very sive, it does give the faculty another perwell of the students at our law school
ception of each candidate. Committee
Kevin Rice (2L) feels that the most members report being satisfied with the
important goals of the committee are to
ensure that "a broad range of student
views are represented' and that the interview "gives us a good idea about whether Timmers from 3
the person is interested in the position if anyone is interested in helping with
long term"
either, please contact either Dour Dziak or
The committee makes certain that me. In the next few weeks, we will also be
interviewees are aware of all the benefits of putting the support of the SBA behind the
life in Williamsburg (three-cornered hats 3L Class Gift campaign. There will be a
for all, sexy night life etc.) as well as any campaignkick-offeventfor3L'soii.March
detriments (slow-moving tourists, lack of 25 , at 4:30 p.m. and all third-years are
professional sports teams.)
greatly encouraged to attend.
When asked what he looks for in a
The SBA is also looking into any ideas
potential faculty member, Earl Pinto (2L) for planning at least one social/cookout
replied, "lt's a combination of excellent type event for students to interact with
interpersonal skills and a dedication to faculty and administration members in a
teaching."
situation outside of the classroom. There
The committee is especially interested have been a number of suggestions by
in ensuring that while candidates have an students as to how this can best be accomactive research and publishingrecord, their plished, and we will be looking into it over
primary strength is their teaching abilities. the next few weeks.
·
So far the committee has interviewed
There is also some administrative news
seven candidates. Although the posi- for all student organizations. Schedules
tions are not necessarily subject-specific, have been posted for organization treasurthose interviewed have primarily been in- ers, and dropped in the organization hangterested in teaching torts and international

process and committed to selecting
the strongest candidates from a student standpoint.
Liana Henry (IL) enjoys her role
on the committee and remarks, " It' s
nice to be on the other side of the
interviewing process. It has helped
me develop my own skills in that
area."

issues (from ttie two already being published). Ms. Riggs thinks that "the Journal
is in good hands" with next year's editorial
board. She also comments that the sympo- ·
sium presented by the Journal provides a
key opportunity for the publication of
another issue.
This year's symposium, on fhe topic
"Battered Immigrant Women," focuses on
the I 994 Violence Against Women Act. ·
The Act provided some protections for
immigrant women, and the symposium will
examine the adequacy and efficacy of the
protections within the Act.
Riggs is excited aboutthe symposium,
feeling that it is a topic that can draw a great
deal ofattention and a wide range ofopinions. She wrote her student note on a
closely related topic, but says that the
topic for the symposium was chosen independently of her note.
The Journal selects staffmembers once
a year, in the Fall semester. The potential
staff members are given the standard bluebook exam, an editing exam and are required to submit a statement of intent.
Grades are not a factor in ·the selection

teen of which are on the editorial board.
Th~upcomingsymposium, titled "Welcome to America: The Realities ofBatteted
Immigrant Women" is in response to specific provisions included in the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) that pertain to immigrants who are battered by a
citizen spouse.
The. symposium is set for Tuesday,
Februaryl6,from3:30to5:30inRoom 119.
The speakers include: Leslye E . Orloff,
Esq., Attorney for Ayuda and co-writer of
the Violence Against Women Act; Gail
-Pendleton, Esq., Coordinator, National
Immigrant Project; RodiaJaber, D.C. Coalition Against Domestic Violence; and
moderator Professor Susan Grover.
There will be a reception in the lobby
following the symposium.
The Symposium Editor is Anna
Jemjemian(2L).

SBA asks for Budgets, Ideas and Volunteers
ing files regarding budget application process for use of student fees from the
undergrad campus. This process is taking
place now and over the next few weeks,
and is vital to the fmancial health ofa large
number oflaw school organizations. Each
group must have a representative at one of
the meetings with Anita Hamlin on the
application process, and must then submit
abudgettotheSBAbyfebruary JOih. We
will then handle the application process
from there. Along with this, each organization is reminded that they need to fill out
reimbursement forms for Anita Hamlin in
ordertoreceiveanymoneyfromthisyear's
budget. A number of groups have not
spent the money they requested last year,
and failure to do so hurts our applications
for next year. If you have any questions
regarding your budgets and expenses,
please contact me or Kim Kurkjian (2L).

ublications
William & Mary Jpurnal ofWomen and
the Law
Editor-in-Chief- Rebecca Silberbogen
(3L)
Managing Editor- Deanna GriffithKucler(3L)
Executive Editor- Stacia Riggs (3L)
TI1e Willian1 & Mary JoumalofWomen
and the Law is the only unaccredited journal at Marshall-Wythe, a fact that Executive Editor(and press liaison) Stacia Riggs
would like to see changed . .
" We are the only journal here that's
not accredited, so all ofour members do all
this work and get no academic credit for it."
Riggs says that the Journal is trying to put
together-a proposal to get some credit_for
the editorial board and second year note
contributors, but she "doesn' t know what
the outcome will be."
Part of the full frontal assault the Journal is waging to earn credit takes place
around the publication ofthe issues of the
Journal. Next year's editorial board is
already chosen and Riggs believes that
they will be the ones to go to three yearly

process. Riggs says thatthe Journal looks
for people who, "are interested in the materials .~d able to learn any of the skills
they do.n 't already have."
Editorial board members are chosen in
the Spring. The first issue has returned
from the printers and is now completed.
The second issue should go to the printers
in final form in late March and Riggs says
that they hope to have it back before finals.
Riggs says that she cannot overestimate the importance ofthe staff members.
"Our subcheckers are our first line of defense in checking· an article for errors.
There are certain types of mistakes that
only the subcheckers are in a position to
fmd."
Riggs stressed that, "there are not just
women on the Journal and it is not solely
about feminists. This journal is about
gender issues and everybody can relate."
When asked what her position on feminism is, Riggs replied, "I think that there
are a lot of ideas about what feminism ·is
and there are a lot of interpretations."
The William&Mary JoumalofWomen
and the Law has forty-two members, thir-
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Another Perspective on the Clinton Impeachment
by Charles Ehrlich
With Robert Lettington still hacking
around in the Bush, the opportunity has
fallen to me to explain the view from the
world beyond the Pond.
Unfortunately, the view remains
somewhat dim. It is getting harder and
harder to travel in the company of
foreigners without them breaking out in
laughter at the concept of the United
States of America. Everywhere I go, I
get confronted by inquisitive foreigners
wanting to know exactly what is wrong
with our society.
Take the current trial ofBill Clinton,
for example. It remains the top story in
international news broadcasts. When I
was in Barcelona last week, my hotel
television received channels in Catalan,
English, French, German, Italian, and
Spanish. All of them tried to make
sense of what was happening in the
Senate. As I flipped through them, I
realized th~t not one quite understood.
I even heard the anchorman on the main
Catalan television station make a
-reference to the "Lewinsky trial."
Sex sells. Therefore, our own news
media have stressed the sexual aspects
of Clinton' s behavior. The foreign
media get their impressions from our
domestic media. As a result, most
foreigners think that Clinton is on trial
for having a runaway libido. Only one
person in Barcelona turned to me and
said he thought that the media had it

wrong, that Clinton was really on trial
for lying under oath imd obstructing
justice. Of course that is the charge,
but, from listening to just about
everyone; we would. never notice.
It would help to listen to what the
Republican congressmen were saying
on the floor of the Senate. They did
indeetl stress the real charges, not the
sexual ones. But who wants to listen to
these morons? CNN and Sky TV
broadcast the trial. Those of us who
had flown in from tlie Western
Hemisphere found that very useful : we
all flipped on our televisions to the trial
and were asleep in five minutes flat,
despite the six-hour time difference
which meant we were not even close to
being tired yet. The trial cured our jetlag.
The world looks to the United States
to solve its problems. The world does
not like to admit this, but it is true.
However, it does no one any good if,
while foreigners are listening to
American experts, the thought of the
United States in the back of their heads
mak.es them laugh.
The beauty of our constitutional
system is its complexity. Yet"that
complexity is too difficult for most
foreigners (and indeed most Americans)
to understand. What they see is a
government that ignores the affairs of
state while arguing about the sexual
habits of its leaders.

Larry Flynt is not a man who startles
many foreigners, since they are nowhere
near as prudish as we are. Yet
foreigners do not expect to learn how to
run a country from him . Nevertheless.
they remain bemused as to how he
appears to have one-upped the
Congress. He is looking quite good
right now on foreign television.
At least they still drink Coke, listen
to our music, and watch our movies .
Michael Jordan 's retirement ina de
headlines right underneath Clinton 's
trial. So we have not yet complete! lost
our control of the world. And even my
esteemed colleague Robert Lettington ,
as he drinks his Tusker bear and decries
our culture- or lack thereof- still views
his Green Card as one of his most prized
possessions, almost as much as the
international press accreditation he got
as the foreig_n correspondent for this
illustrious newspaper.
On my way back from Barcelona, I
stopped off in Oxford for a little less
than twenty-four hours for an interv iew
and other appointments. I caught up
with a bunch of old friends, all ofthem
trying desperately to resist going
native, yet all wondering when it would
be safe to come back to the States. I am
afraid they will have to wait a long time
if they want to return to a sane country.
But the alternative is, of course, to
remain in a country falling into the
abyss of the European Union, a

thoroughly corrupt and· undemocratic
super-state. I will take the insanity and
embarrassment of being an American
any day, so long as I ha e my freedom .
In a startling parallel, while I was in
Barcelona, the European Parliament
nearly removed the President of the
European Commission from office for
widespread corruption. Although
finding the European Commission to be
corrupt and unaccountable is hardly
news (it happens annually), this year the
Parliament actually thought to make a
stink about it. In the end, it did not vote
to remove Europe ' s chief executive from
office- heaven forbid the European
Union actually take on some semblan_ce
ofdemocracy .
Interestingly enough , the vote in the
European Parliament was not partisan,
even though the MEPs are party
apparatchiks. But we, the guardian of
international democracy, find our own
executive under siege by a partisan
congress, not over corruption or shady
dealings but over the, fall-out from sex.
In four years of investigating
Whitewater and related fiascos , I find it
hard to believe Kenneth Starr could not
find anything wrong with the Clinton.
White House other than Monica
Lewinsky.
America's laundry is on view to the
world. And the world is laughing.

The William .andMa~
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Restaurant Review

Velez Takes a Survey of Local Ethnic Choices
by Daniel Velez
I am by no means an expert on fine
dining: Like most of us, well at least like
most of the men, I can "t really cook. When
the infinite combinations of macaroni and
cheese and calls to Papa Johns get tiring;
I try and find something else. Bob asked me
!O write down some thoughts I had on a few
restaurants in the area.
If I deeply offend anyone with my
criticism, you need to getsomethingmore
important to bitch about. .

Mr. Liu 's Chinese Restaurant
(pretend you are going to Busch Gardens,
turn left when you see the Wendy' s, Mr.
Liu ' s is the big factory looking building
with no windows)
The food here is not very good at all. ·lt
is by no means worth the price ($8.00 for
your average dish). The selection is quite
extensive, but I doubt there are any really
good dishes hiding in the menu. The servicevaried from mildly tolerantto belligerent ("Are you done yet!!??").

Our tea cups were covered with a sticky
layer that resembled the brown sauce in
the Mongolian Lamb. After a briefaltercation between one of us and the waitress we
finally got some clean utensils and cups,
how nice.
The atmosphere in Mr. Liu ' s is like the
China Pavilion at EpcotCenter, an attempt
to recreate the mystery of the Orient with
millions of knock off Ming Vases and
booming Chinese music.

La Tolteca, Mexican
(There are two of these, one of them is
down Richmond Road, way down. This
one is connected to a Hotel. The other one
is on Second Street, across from the Second Street Tavern)
I like this place. It is not the best food
in t_he world but it can be an enjoyable
experience. The menu is pretty good. They
offer your traditional plate ofstuffcovered
in gobs of melted cheese and some other
less played out things.
They have tamales, wh ich are hard to

come by in many Mexican restaurants .
You can always sit there and just eat chips
and salsa. Service here is pretty good but
sometimes the waiters go off into their own
world and-pretend you don ' t exist.
There is this one waiter (at the 2nd St.
location) who looks like he is fifteen but
acts like a25 year old porn star. Ask him for
a big Margarita and you' II get a something
pretty strong.
In contrastto Mr. Liu ' s, La Tolteca is
not going for the " Welcome to Mexicq"
statement in the atmosphere. It has a Mexican feel to it of course, but nothing obviously catered to tourists is done.

Hayashi, Japanese
(Keep going down Richmond Road until
you get to Eustis Plaza, it is in there)
This is one of my favorite places to eat
in Williamsburg. This small Japanese restaurant has some of the best Japanese
food I have ever eaten anywhere.
The menu is quite big, offering Sushi
and Sashimi and wide range ofother Japa-

~
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nese dishes. Recently they have added
some Korean dishes to the menu as well.
The Korean Style Chirashi (a bowl of
rice covered with Sashimi, Kimchi and
other Korean and Japanese spices) was
excellent. You can have different kinds of
Teriyakis, which are ok but my advice is the
Sushi and Sashimi. The Lenny' s Roll
(named after the head Sushi Chef at
Hayashi) is amazing. It is filled with Shrimp
tempura and spicy tuna; ahh so good.
The ala carte Sushi menu offers other
interesting combinations all of which are
really good. If raw fish is not your game, I
recommend the Salmon Shioyaki.lthas a
great taste without the overwhelming flavor of a Teriyaki dish. Hayashi can get
pretty expensive but I think is certainly
worth the price. I have to admit as much.
I love Hayashi the atmosphere can be
. a little cheesy. Recently the waitresses
started wearing kimonos, which I guess is
cool but probably not the easiest thing to
wait tables in.
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(Local) Adventu.r es with - Jeff and
Rebecca -·
A Day in the District, Love Abounds, History Surveyed
Our f~rst stop was the National Geographic Explorers
Hall on l7.nandM streets. Since I lived inJordanandhave
a thing for jade carvings, I was looking forward to seeing
their exhibits on Petra, Jordan and Chinese jade. The jade
exhibit was good, but I think you have to really like that
sort of thing because most of my family moved on ahead
of me. Rebecca said shejustdidn 't go for that much green.
"But look at the exquisite workmanship and trans lucent
carving,"
I exhorted to no ava il.
Crowd Factor: 8
I
caught
up to everyone at the Petra exhibit. Petra,
After several years of experience, it is my opinion, that if
Jordan
is
one
of the amazing places of this world . If you
you want to avoid crowds, the best day of the year to visit
are
wondering
what Petra looks like, think back to the final
Washington, D.C. is Christmas Eve Day.
scene of "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade" where
they finally find the Holy Grail. That remarkab le carvedExpense:7
Everything was free except the Metro passes. But you into-the-rock facade was not a Hollywood set--that was
Petra.
probably know this.
Unfortunately, there was no chance of confusing the
real
thing for the Explorers Hall exhibit. Visually, I thought
Romance:8
the
overall
exhibit was a little weak. However, my family
I am biased, but I think that, with the well-deserved
liked
it
better
than the jade, spending over a half-hour
exception of San Francisco, D.C. is perhaps the most
there.
Unfortunately,
you won ' t be able to compare the
romantic city in the U.S.
two yourself, because the jade exhibit closed last week.
The Petra exhibit, however, remains open through
Overall Rating: 9
February
7. I will admit that the exhibit did a greatjob of
I was born here and I will bet I've only partaken of onehighlighting
the civilization, technology, and culture of
twentieth of the available sites, tours, museums, monuPetra's
ancient
inhabitants, the Nabateans. Explorers Hall
ments, theaters exhibits, displays, etc, etc. There is a lot
also
has
a
super
gift shop and several other permanent
to do.
exhibits on biology, geology, plate tectonics, and .yes,
Just a reminder on my ratings for new or forgetjit! geography. The National Geographic photography alone
readers: the higher the number the more desirable. makes Explorers Hall worth a visit, and it is free.
Our next stop was the gem exhibit at the Smithsonian
Therefore, a I 0 in the Expense or Crowd category does
not mean very expensive or lots ofcrowds, but that it was National Museum ofNatural History. [will not relate much
fr ee and nobody was there. Alternatively, a I in both of history of the Smithsonian Institution except to say that,
those categories would mean I made my wife pay (hey, with 17 divisions, 13 research centers, and 18 museums,
she's got a job) and that it was more crowded than the many of which are along the central National Mall ofD.C.,
it is a global treasure.
p ost office a week before Christmas.
And speaking of treasures, perhaps the single most
impressive
Smithsonian exhibit is the Gem and Mineral
Washington, D.C. is not quite as local a visit as some
Collection.
If you have not seen it, do so. It is very cool.
of our previous features , but it's only a two and a halfhour
(Go
to
<http://galaxy.einet.net/
images/gems/gemsdrive away, it is a fantastic city, it'stheonlyplaceRebecca
You have probicons.html>
for
a
fascinating
preview.)
·and I visited last month, and I needed to meet this
ably
heard
of
the
Hope
Diamond,
and
yes,
it is a highlight
deadline .
of
the
exhibit.
However,
it
will
be
the
sapphires,
crystals,
We visited D.C. because our parents both live in
lavender
jade,
necklaces,
opals,
red,
yellow,
and
black
Northern Virginia and we were home for Christmas break.
Star
ofB~mbay that will really amaze
diamonds,
and
the
(As a side note, we highly recommend marrying a respecyou.
tive someone with parents close to yours.)
When Rebecca started holding her wedding diamond
On Christmas Eve Day we decided to accompany my
up
to
the multi carat displays I decided it was time to leave.
family on our traditional D.C. visit. After·regaling my
A
helpful
hint: this exhibit, though permanent, Cs usually
parents with tales of crashing tree limbs and widespread
disaster on the icy Peninsula, we headed into D.C. on the crowded, so unless you go on Christmas Eve, set aside
plenty of time to see everything.
Metro Orange Line from Vienna.
From the Museum ofNatural History, we walked down
Constitution A venue to the adjacent National Museum of

American His tory. Unlike our previous two stops, we had
no specific exhibits in mind--except that Rebecca really
wanted to see Dorothy's ruby slippers from the Wizard of
Oz.
We found them on the East Side of the Second Floor
where we also examined a fascinating money and coin
collection. Every country in existence and quite a few
morethat have come and gone (i.e.: the Ottoman Empire)
were in this numismatic display. I have never seen so
many coins and denominations. My favorite item was a
US$ I00,000 bill.
We also looked at the musical instrument collection.
Ancient clarinets and cellos sat next to blue electric
guitars from the 60 's-it was quite a contrast. The most
beautiful instruments were several Stradivarius violins
resting in all their delicate glory.
It is fascinating to me that even after several hundred
years, our technology has not been able to duplicate the
marvelous sounds that Stradivarius was able to coaX out
of his masterpieces.
Our final stop was the National Archives, just across
the street and to the East of the Museum of American
History. While a few side exhibits on other interesting
documents in the collection are available, people don'tgo
to the Archives for those. They go to see original copies
of the Constitution, the Declaration oflndependence, and ,.
the Bill of Rights . (And thanks to Ross Perot, who is
loaning it to the Archives, you can also see one of four
existing copies of the British Magna Carta.)
I unashamedly admit that law school had given me the
desire to see these original documents. It was defmitely
worth the visit, but aggressive guards kept the continual
line ofpeoplemovingand I didn'tgetmuch facetirnewith
the famous papers.
They are in extremely green-hued (kind of like jade
green, as a matter offact) glass cases. The Archives likes
to point out that they are lowered into a vault every
evening and can also drop into their vault in case of a
national emergency-nuclear attack, irnpeachrnentofthe
President, etc.
After the Archives we got back on the Metro at the
Smithsonian stop and headed back home for a Christmas
Eve with visions of sugar plums and a new cordless
telep~one dancing in I and Rebecca's heads.
Conclusion: Somewhere between the official slogan,
" D.C.: The American Experience" and one of the Washington Post' s proposals " D.C. Is Not for Lovers, But
Could Be if the Subcommittee on Love, Romance, and
Related Measu res Approves the Proposed Measur~s "
(or even better, "Our New Mayor Doesn ' t Smoke Crack")
there is something for everyone. As for myself, you' II find
me at the latest jade exhibit.

by JeffYeates
Museums and Attractions in Washington, D.C.
-National Geographic Society's Explorers Hall
-Gems & Minerals Exhibit at Smithsonian National Mu seum ofNatural History
-.Smithsonian National Museum of American History
-The National Archives

Scott blasts Republicans and Ken Starr over Clinton Impeachment
Scott 011 Impeachment fr om 1
"misdemeanor" referred to the literal words "mis" and
"demeanor," and described behavior which "has a-subversive effect on our country."
Scott said that absent one of these factors, there is no
historical record of impeachment. Thus, be concluded
that Clinton was not accused of an impeachable offense.
Scott also criticized the partisan bias held by independent counsel Ken Starr. As an independent counsel, Starr
was given massive resources and.time to dig up anything
bad about president Clinton. However, given Starr's ties
to the Republican. party, Starr was not an objective inde-

Clinton were substantiated by any specificity and that
pendent counsel.
.
Scott suggested that the role of the independent none ofthe prosecutors cou ld specifical ly point to a word
counsel necessitates that the counsel have a non-parti- or phrase that was the exact perjured testimony of the
President. Scott concluded by suggesting that President
san objectivity.
Congressman Scott believes that Judge Starr's nu- Clinton should not have been impeached.
merous connections to the Republican party and the antiThe students who attended the speech tended to
Clinton forces therein certainly cast an appearance oflack · agree with Mr. Scott' s analysis. Ellen McBarnette (3L) .
thought Mr. Scott's speech was great and said (of the
of objectivity on the entire Starr investigation.
In perhaps his strongest argument Scott described the impeachment)" too bad this is such a partisan issue
lack ofspecificity oft he impeachable allegations brought because I think this is leading to tragic consequences. In
·
against the president.
addition, 3L Mary Schrieder said that the this impeachHe explained that none of the counts brou&ht against . ment process is ~'far too partisan."
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Movie Review

At First Sight not Worth a Second Glance
by Nancy Lee and Catie Zaller
How does a blind man cope with sight
after a lifetime ofbeing sightless? " At First
Sight" attempts to answer this question
through a typical, formulaic love story
loosely based on Oliver Sacks' book To
See and ot See.
Val Kilmer, who plays Virgil Adamson,
portrays one of the subjects of Oliver
Sacks' research and Mira Sorvino portrays his love his love interest, AmyBenic.
The movie follows Virgil 'sjoumeyfrom
a blind s·p a masseu.se in touch (no pun
intended) with his purpose in life to a
sighted man disoriented in his newfound
view on the world (no pun intended) ..
Although surgery corrects Virgil ' s vision, his vision is clouded by non-medical
human interactions and expectations.
We thought it would be interesting to
have a discussion on the merits or lack
thereof of "At First Sight".

brooding and philosophical.
Furthermore, the heroine, Amy, was
shallow and unappealing.
NL: I totally agree about the-complete
shift in Virgil's demeanor when he could
see. Sure I'll concede that Virgil gained
'his eyesight rather instantaneously, but
does a person do a 180 in apparent intellectual quality as well ?
Perhaps Kilmer's character is supposed to convey the extreme disorientation he underwent as a blind man being
able to see for the first time since he lost his
sight as an infant, but if so, the character
development has been severely stunted in
favor of making a symb'olic statement.
CZ: Most of the factual things in the
movie seemed close to impossible. For
example, Amy meets Virgil when he gives
her a massage and one week later they are
soul mates and she has convinced him to
undergo radical eye surgery. Within an
hour or so after the surgery, Virgil gets the
************
bandages taken off, and surprise, he can
see.
CZ: Although the filmmakers tried to capThe bulk of the movie takes place
ture the plight ofa blind man who is cursed within a five to seven week time frame
with the gift of sfght, they only succeeded where Virgil gains eyesight, becomes a
in portraying blind people as overly sim- medical guinea pig, falls in love, quits
plistic.
his job, moves to New York City, moves
I was disappointed, to say the least, in with his girlfriend of a week and fmds
with the way blind Virgil always has a his long lost father.
Pergoofy grin while sighted Virgil was more haps Virgil was confused by the scrip't 's

At First Sight
5:20 7:30 ' 8:00
10:30

(G)

·At First Sight
7:00 9:30

-(R)

You've Got Mail
7i00 "9:30

(R)

A Simple Plan
5:00 7:50 10:30

A Bug's Life
5:30 7:50 10:00
(PG-13)

io::to

~. EliZabeth

8:10

mass quantity oflife changing experiences as opposed to his newfound
eyesight !
NL: The trippy visuals shot from Virgil's
point-of-view were probably the best part
of the movie. The images did a lotto help
us empathize with Virgil' s confused state
of min d. This is definitely the beauty ofthe
cinema--effective cinematography can
sure make up for a juvenile script straight
outta Screen writing 10 1!
CZ: There were some really stupid camera
shots where theiilm only focuses on torsos of characters who are in a conversation. Although the filmmakers were
probably going for some sort of play on
vision with this tactic, it was just irritating.
Fortunately, the audience was offered
a break when the actual film stopp(;:d due
to some sort of technical difficulties. Unfortunately, the technical difficulties added
to length .ofthe already too long movie.
NL: Oh, ~d for all you Steven Weber fans
out there (remember "Wings," anyone?),
he takes yet another turn as the pathetic,
sort-of significant other in this movie (remember"Single White I::emale?").
But of course I digress. What else is
there to say about this "lovely" flick? I
think that it has been a long time since I've ·
watched a movie and rrot felt any real
sympathy or attachment to any of the
characters.

(P"Q-1j) Gloria
9:15
(PG) Varsity_
.,
.. . Blues
...
7:15 9:30 · .-

(R

.._-

10:30

(R.)
(PG-13) Enemy of the State
A Civil Action
5:00 7:40 10:30
5:20 7;20 7:50 . 9:50
10:20
Down in the Delta (PG-13)
5:20 7:40 10:00
Shakespeare in Love
5:30 8:00 10:.3 0

(R)

In Dreams
9:15
Patch Adams
7:10 9:30

(R) A Civil Action'
7:10. 9:40

· (PG-13

(P 13) Thin Red Line
7:45-

(~

Thin Red Line
5:00 7:30 . 9":00 ~

. Waking Ned Devine .(PG)
5:50 8:10 10:20

(R)

I guess it just makes sense, since the
book this movie is based on originated
from medical case studies on blindness,
that yes, we also felt cold and clinical in our
reception of these unlovable characters.
CZ: There was one good aspect of the
movie. When watching the movie, I was so
wrapped up in its inadequacy that I didn 't
think about law school work at all. So the
movie did provide a sort of escapism.
Aside from that, I have to say that the
movie was not good. On the other hand,
it wasn ' t the worst movie I have ever seen.
Overall, I don 1t recommend it.
NL: Escapism? More like going from one
torture device to another! All I could do,
as I sat there-along with the 4 other
innocent victims sitting in the movie theater-was wait out the madness.
This movie, to appropriate a brilliant
observation made in the film, is like trying
to walk towards the hodzon-you always
think you 're close, but you never seem to
get there.
Well, in this case, the end ofthe movie
always seemed to loom close, but frustrated my expectations each time! Until the
madness finally ended.
Verdict: We don't recommend it. Affirmed with costs.

Prince of Egypt
(G)
5:00 5:40 7:20 . 8:00
-9:30

Stepmom
7:00 . 9:45
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The Legal Realist

The Realist Shares His Views on Grades and the Honor Code
Joe Grogan
There used to be a professor here at
Will iam & Mary who would conclude his
1" semester, 1L course with a sort of pep
rally, encouraging his students not to be
too terrified of the gathering storm of exams that lay before them. The highlight of
this production was a story he told about
a classmate he had in law school whose
grades were cons istently pathetic.
This student saved the future professor by courageously fending off an abusive, imbalanced teacher, and went on to
be a tremendous success, making more
money than anyone else in the class. The
moral of the story was that you can' t test
character, and nobody should get too
worked up about exams, whether they did
poorly or very well.
Now the smoke has cleared, and the
rubble and ruin is visible through the midst.
The grades have been distributed and
regardless ofhow much people try and tell
themselves differently, you had your moral
code and your priorities masticated by the
meat grinder that is law schooL
Strangers who were thrust together
without any knowledge ofwho their classmates really were, now have a standard bt
which to judge each other. And man are
you surprised. The kids you thought were
smart got hammered, the funny lookin'
weirdo and the mute are tied for number 1
in the class.
That girl you thought was retarded,
who you spent all that time trying to explain the due process clause to, she got an
' A ' and you ' ve got a meeting with the

professor to figure out what the hell happe!led. A ll that money you spent on
commercial outlines? Shottohell. And the
alcoholics, tramps, freaks , and " VH-1 Behind the Music" addicts all did better than
you .
For all those who did do well, your task.
is even tougher. How do you keep it from
going to your head? How do you keep
from irritating your classmates, from condescending, from the seduction that exams actually do test character, and that
somehow you ' ve entered anointed class
destined to shape the destiny of Earth
while collecting goo-gobs of money.
Exams don ' ttest character, grades test
character. A professor's gauge of your
ability t.o regurgitate precise material of
limited range in a confmed space will test
your character. It will affect your action
and your choices.
F. Scott Fitzgerald said that Character
is action. Aristotle said that Character is
morality revealed by choice. How you
behave and what you choose in response
to your grades will reveal your character.
The gloaters and preeners, the whiners
and weepers should engender nothing
but contempt. You pulled an ' A'? Looking
forward to law review? The big bucks and
3000 hours ofbillable? Let' s see how much
of your disposable gets eaten up by alimony, psychiatric treatment, and junior's
trips to rehab. Didn't do so well? _You
missed a page? Forgot to do a problem?
Didn 't read the directions? You want ten
more minutes because you misunderstood'?
Shut up and deal.
·
·
The character of Marshall - Wythe,
the product of this institution, is suppos-

an

edly guarded by the honor code and the
honor counc il. The honor council operates in secret, quietly processing charges
that a student has disgraced himself and
the school by cheating.
I suppose there might be other honor
code violations, but I haven 't read the
honor code, nor do I intend to. Not that I
wasn ' t all fo r the honor code when I arrived here at Marshall-Wythe. As an
undergrad, I was sickened by the amount
of cheating that went on, and I took a
certain comfort in the idea of southern
notions of ch ivalry and honor when I
arrived. Three semesters after my matriculation, and after a great deal ofthought and
debate, I officially th ink the honor co unci II
honor code system should be revamped .
The idea of a select group chosen by
the SBA representatives·unnerves me. If
it's a true honor code, shouldn' t we all be
honorable? · Why have a select body?
Why notchooseajury? Twelveornineor
six members ofthe law school community
could be chosen at random from all three
classes w ith equal representation of each
class.
ln qp way do I intend to impugn the
motives or honor of those who sit on the
honor council, but I find it impossible to
believe that these members ofthe community have monopolized honor.
A friend of mine, a person who I consider beyond reproach, a person I would
not hesitate to defend, went through the
process, causing anxiety and needless
worry before ultimate exoneration. The
process in this case was too slow, too
imwieldy, and to be perfectly frank, just a
Iittle bit wacky.

A cursory review ofthe charges shou ld
have revealed to anyone with half a brain
that this person had done nothing dishonorable, yet the wheels ofthehonorcouncil
churned on. Even if the charge was true,
the appropriate punishment should have
been nothing more than a lecture. But it
wasn ' t true, and unfortunately some
people took themselves far too seriously
before the appropriate result was reached.
This is the problem with honor codes
and honor councils: people take themselves too seriously, they make a mockery
of the honor they purport to defend, and
the body that doles out judgment is removed from the students they supposedly serve. We would be far better served
by using a jury system. Ifthe student body
as a whole isn ' t honorable enough to
identify wrongdoing, then we should sink
together. Let the school get a reputation
as a haven for liars and cheats. If we can ' t
police ourselves, we deserve it.
And just in case I ever get called before
the honor council, I've got the ultimate
defense: I don't care enough to cheat.
GivemeaC. I'lltakethebullet. I'vetaken
' ~m bt:;fore, I' II take one again. l won 't be
proud of it, but I won't be ashamed either,
because that baby is all mine, and you
won't hear me whine about it.

Joe Grogan is 'a 2L and a staunch defender ofthe persona/freedoms we in law
school so value. When not preparing
himselffor the imminent goo-gobs ofmoney
his career will engender, he spends his
free time drinking heavily . We here at the
Amicus really like Joe, so ify ou have any
complaints about his articles, get in Dana's
face. Leave Joe alone. He needs his rest.

Sari's . Adventures in the Reference Section: Healthy?
by Sari Benmeir
I was going to write about dating when
looked out the . window and saw the
Stokes Disposal Inc. garbage truck and
became a quivering mass ofjello. Now for
those of. you not familiar with spectroscopy, let me explain. There was once something I was supposed to learn about
"Stokes" and " Antistokes".luminescence.
I believe one of them (either the " Stokes"
or the " Antistokes") has higher energy
. that the exciting radiation (now how can
that be??) and one had lower. That' s all I
remember. But every time I see the garbage, I think " Antistokes."
It's kind of like thinking " Marbury v.
Madison," every time you hear the name
Stefan Marbury or see the Marbury Realty
sign. You rememberthatMarburyv. Madison had something to do with judges and
was written by John Marshall so you didn ' t
.really understand a single word of it. But

nothing else.
vocabulary for years . It's kind of embar- snack." I thought "healthy" meant excluSomebody once told me that you never rassing. You feel like a total ass when you sively "being in a state of good health,"
learn anything until you ' ve been taught it discover that using the word "picayune" since my mother was always bitching about
three times. Ithinkthatthree is a minimum, to mean "fussy" makes you look like a people using the word wrong and saying
because you develop a resistance to it total ass.
·
the word should be "healthful." As in,
after a while. Like parol evidence. Ofcourse,
Like "petulant." Sort oflooks like ~'pe "Bacon is a healthful snack," meaning that
I spentthe parol evidence lectures in Con- tunia." So, I' m reading and come across: bacon is conducive to good health. This
tracts class passing notes in the back row. . "Margaret said petulantly, "Oh! The warm morning, I looked up the word " healthy,"
I sort of ignored it during legal skills. I spring breeze has mussed my coif." First of . in the dictionary, and, lo and behol.d , I was
vaguely remember it being mentioned in all, I would think she was talking about h~r unsettled to discoverthat definition (2) for
some class last semester (was it Evidence??) hairdo. And that she was sitting, sweetly healthy was "conducive to health." Irp.agSo if someone says "Parol evidence,~' I making sweet-smelling small talk, reminis- ine my consternation. Imagin~· my stupethink - " Yeah, that has something to do cent of flowers, when she was actually faction. Imagine my distress. Imagine my
with oral contracts or something. I already really a snotty brat.
torment. (I love the "Thesaurus" feature).
learned that." Someday, I'm sure, I'll disIn researching forth is article, I discov- In my. anguish, I decided that the word
cover that I've been carrying around false ered that I harbor false impressions of the should be "salubrious," as in "Salubrious
impressions of parol evidence for many word "healthy," due, 100%, to the teach- Choice" food-free products. Contrary to
years.
ings of my dear sweet mother (favorite popular belief, salubrious has nothing to .
I think this type of!earning may be the expression: " Up yours with a rusty fish- do with spit. Anyway, I've always because of something {'ve just discovered- hook." (forreal)). I have, for years, thought lieved that a true sign of intellig~ce is
and that is that I keep learning the mean- that the advertising community was using knowing when you are wrong. In which
ings ofwords that I have used as part ofmy the word wrong, as in "Bacon is a healthy case I must be a genius .
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William & Mary Chapter of the
Virginia Trial Lawyers Association
.

The W&M Chapterofthe
VTLAannouncestheresultsofits
1999Trial Team Competition.
The following VILA members
have been chosen to represent
William and Mary in the American
Trial Lawyers Association Annual
Mock Trial Competition in
Washington D.C. in March.

Stephen Burke (lL)
Michael Defricke (2L)
Yvette Fitzgerald (2L)
Dawn Hanzlik (lL)

.

VTLA wishes to thank all
participants for competing. All of
the judges were very impressed
with the quality of all ofthe
competitors. The scoring decisions
were extremely difficult. Indeed,
the fmal scores ofthe ~ompetitors
were very close, and often within
justa few points.
ForinformationaboutVTLA,
please contact Joe Barton (2L).
The VTLA encourages everyone
to join VTLA and to compete in
next year' s corppetition.

The following members were
also chosen as alternates: Troy
Rackham (2L) and Stacey
Mollohan (lL)

·SUMMER
LAW STUDY
.
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Jeff's Thoughts on Don Martin and Michael Jordan
byJ ffPolich
Two thing :
Fir· t. I don·t lik gi,ing the gu~ any
more pre than he air ady get . but a little
bird I'm dating ha brought it tom) attention that Donald\\'. 1artin (2L) belie,es
thatnoon readsthi column . owl ould
refute thi by printing a li t of names of
people I'm pretty sure are reading it (e.g ..
m) elf.mymom).
But quite frankly. I don't care if any one read it. I told all of) ou to begin '"ith
that I was just going to rant and ramble and
you could take it or lea\ e it as you pleased.
Like you do with the rest of this paper.
\ hat I would rather focu on is Don· s idea
of an altemati e, which would. in his it!\ ,
get people to read this column.
Drum roll plea e ...
Re ults of inter-mural ports like the
' omen' flag football team he coache .
ow I am flat!) against this. Fir t, why
would anyone but the people\ ho pia, ed
care?
If you really want to kno" what happened, ask the participant . It's not like
they drive fancy car and li e in secluded
area of Williamsburg. The sit nex t to
, ou in c\ass and hang out at the on\y Godforsaken bar in town!
econdly, " hat
good ' ould it do to print results of such
events in a paper that only occasionally
comes out on a biweekly basis? You want
stats? I' II give you stats. But don't come
whining to me ifthosestatsare from 0 ames
pia ed when the trees till had leaves.
Butifit resultsyou\ ant,itsresult ou'll
get.
Here are the results oflast year· sintermural contests (so far as I can remember):

orne Ia\\ rudents played softba ll. T he
highlighr of the year wa a g reat cat h I
made at first ba eon an errant th ro11 by a
third-ba eper on'' ho 11 ill rema in namele s. orne teams might ha\ e gone far in
thepla) offs. but as I recall. no one actually
won a tee- hirt.
In football , the team of Assault and
Batte!) forgot about the ign-up and had
to forfeit a game becau e it replaced a team
that dropped out.
The highlight of their season wa an
angry phone call from I sports director
Joe Tighe OL) to Mack tuckey (2L) reprimanding the team and their fan for caring holy hell out of a group of
undergraduate freshmen who ob iously
didn ' t know' hat the were getting into.
In women's football , a predominant!)
2L team, The Full Monty, did well enough
to make itto the finals de pite earl, season
injuries and late season contract disputes.
The team was led by Megan Hogan
(2L) on offen e, Melissa Augusti (2L) on
defense, and Kindra Gromelski (2L) on
special teams and referee bashing. Despite a tremendous effort b Su an ''White
Shoes·· I bister (2L) and the rest of the
team , the Monties \ost a c\ose game to a
group of women who smelled like fish .
I rememberseeingotherteams' ith law
students, but I have no idea what happened to them except to say that each of
them would ha e been slaughtered by the
e entual champion ofthemen ' s league.
Whoever that was.
That' alllcanreallyremember.lknow
basketball season is coming upon us and
rm sure orne M-W students will be playing. If your ego needs some stroking and

you rea l!) want to e your nam e in the ·one of the 50 Greatest Pl a:er in BA
paper. drop a nme in m) hang ing file (Jeff History 1\ ith or 11 ithout Je u Jordan ..
Po lich (2L)). Ofcour e. I resen e the right Pippen , '' ho ga1 e the Bull s a second opto change all results and make fun of you tion on offen e. Then the league came ou t
11 ith its own' er!>ion ofthe .. Jordan Ru le ··.
andy our'' eak-ass team .
econdl) . speaking ofguys I don't like accord ing to'' hich :
gi' ing more pre s to than they are a Iread)
I) 1J gets 5-6 steps be for traveling is
getting. I don't give a rat · a about ca lled :
2) MJ ne\ er commits a foul even if he
M i hael Jordan retiring except to a) th at
I'm glad he 's gone . You heard me . Good were to take batting practi e on court
during a game using opposing point guards
riddance.
I don·tcarewho ' sgoingtorepla ehim in tead of ba eballs: and
as long as that per on or persons do 10T
3) J goe to the free thro11 line for
receiving the ·'evil eye.. from opponents·
pia) fortheG.D . Bulls.
1an) of you know that I am a Pi tons defenders .
fan . I had recent!_ moved from Detroit to
E ·it Larry, 1agic. and Isaiah. develop
Hou ton "hen the Bad Boy Pi tons were an outside shot for Mikey. and what do
rising to pov er in the late 80's. arching ) ou kn01 --the reign oftheGatorade King
them on TV allowed me maintain a con nec- had begun.
tion to my old home as I wa growing
fteradecadeofhighlight , gambling
accustomed tom) new surroundings. At rumors, minor-league baseball stats, comthat time Detroit owned Jordan .
mercicris. and boring BA Final , I'm more
The Piston· s de fen e u ed what was than ready to mo eon. M_ onl y regret is
then called the .. Jordan Rule : ·Whenever that I didn ' t getto see him deteriorate like
Jordan came into the paint some big, slO\\
we do with almost e ery other superstar
mountain of a man named Laimbeer or athlete.
ahom would pound little MJ into the
Ore en m is the last shot to lo e the
floor, giving up a couple offree throw . but championship. Is my hostility toward Jorending out the message that slashing to dan irrational, immature. and misguided?
the basket required an a1\ fully high toler- Absolutely . But uchisthelifeofasports
fan--particularl y one from Detroit.
ance for pain.
Why the. called it the Jordan Rules"
Its a shame reall y that I never enjoyed
I have no idea because that's how they Jordan . I have to admit he wa the best I
played aoainst e eryone, hence the name ever saw . But to me it doesn ' t matter if a
'·Bad Boys.'·
Chicago team is playing with Michael JorAnywa, , for those brief shining mo- dan or Mother Teresa. I' II be calling for
ments I drew great pleasure from rooting their heads every game.
for a team that e eryone else hated , but
1\0nan 'ay.
Then came cottie .. I would have been

More Clip 'n' Save Marshall-Wy the Trading Cards! Collect them all!!

You've seen them, they really do exist, .they're IL's of the Night
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Friday, January 29
SBA Ski Trip: It's Doug's baby, but he'll
share it with us. If you feel a burning need
to swoosh, slosh or crash down the slopes,
giveDougDziak(3L)acallandmaybehecan
still set you up.
ProspectiveStudentWatch: Todayisyour
frrst chance of the new year to lie, lie, lie to
prospective M-W students. Informational
sessions will be held today from 9 a.m. - I
p.m.
Saturday, January 30
Annual Benefit: 7:30p.m. in Phi Beta Kappa
Memorial Hall, featuring some singers and
stuff. Call221-3027 form ore information.
Swip1ming: men's and women's vs.Duke.
I p.m. Skimpy suits, rock in bods. This is one
show worth watching regardless of who
wins or loses.
Sunday, January 31
Ewell Concert Series: "Continuum (I)"
under the direction of Joel Sachs presents
chamber music by 20th century American
composers. Eweii_Recital Hall, 8 p.m. call
221-1071.
lv/onday, February I
Black History Month Speaker: James
McBride,joumalistand musician at 7 p.m. in
the Commonwealth Auditorium ofthe University Center.
Tuesday, Febraury 2
WiUiam & MaryConcertSeries: "Nikolais
&Murray Dance Company" at8 p.m. in Phi
BetaKappaMemorialHaii,$20,22 I -3276.
Wednesday, February 3
SportsArt: "AIIStars: American Sporting
Prints from the Collection ofReba and Dave
Williams." OndisplaythroughMarch 14 in
the Muscarelle Museum . For those of you
who think that, between Sports Illustrated
ESPN Magazine and SportsCenter, you just
can't get enough sports in your life.
Thursday, February 4

SWEM Savories: a sampling of
Williamsburg's fmest restauranteurs' wares.
$I 5 for students. Reservations must be
made by January29. Caii22I-4636. You
know how good all these Williamsburg restaurants are.
Friday, February 5
"Recent Acquisitions of Contemporary
American Art": ondisplayattheMuscarelle
Museum of Art until June I999. fncludes
"Portrait of a Dancer" by Paul Cadmus.
Basically, this is an exhibition of what the
museum has. Special, huh?
Lord Botetourt Auction: I don't know what
they are selling, but it must be good, because tickets are $100 each to this one.
Proceeds to benefit the jocks, who are an
exploited minority and deserve all the help
we can give theni.
1998-1999 Elliot E. and Helen Y. Cohen
Forum: "AnEveniilgwithGarryWills." 8
p.m., Commonwealth Auditorium, University Center, Free and Open to the public.
Don't ask me what the forum is actually
about. People send me notices of their
events, I publish them . Just don't hold me
responsible for anything listed in this calender being actually worth your time.
Saturday, Februqry 6
PSF Date Auction: We here at the Amic;us
want to encourage all the members ofthe I L
class to participate in this delightful evening
of fun and profit, all of which goes to fund
your PSF summer. The 2Ls and 3Ls we just
encourage to watch the ILs defile themselves. Of course, there are still some 2Ls
and 3Ls who have not yet begun to defile
themselves.
Basketball: vs. VCU,2p.m., W&MHall.lts
a hotbed of colonial rivalry. Anyway, how
many W&M athletic events have you actually seen since you have been here? Get out
of the house, kids.

12

Sunday, February 7
that you guys in the 800 building are all
Muscarelle Museum Winter Tea: features hanging out together hoping that Buffy will
tea and art. Like you couldn't figure that out hangout. Butthisshowrocks. 8 p.m. on the
yourself. There might ·even be wee little WB. It's way better than the PJs, and
sandwiches with the crusts cut off.
contains no Ally-style whining whatsoMonday, February 8
ever.
More Baby-Boomer Self-Glorification: Friday, February 19
"The Sixties," starts tonight. It's a two night Barrister's Ball: This is the big night girls
miniseriesabouthowfreakincooithesixties and boys. It's the Prom for law students.
and everybody who was underthe age of30 And really, how much difference is there
during the sixties were. Yahoo.
between a couple of hundred liquored up
Tuesday, February 9
lawyer spawn and a couple hundred horThe Other Ones, ' 'The Strange Remain'': mone addled I7yearolds? 9p.m. until2am.
a double live album with the great remains of at the Williamsburg Lodge. Should be dethe greatest band ever is released today. luxe.
Recorded on last summer's Furthur Fest.
Saturday, February 20
Thursday, February 11
Washington Capitals: Home vs. San Jose,
Black Crowes: The hemp-happy, hippy 7p.m. Takeafieldtrip,gotothebigcity, have
rock & rollers start their "Souled Out" tour . an ice meal at a real restaurant, socialize with
today in Milwaukee. Pack a bowl, dude.
your fellow beltway pod-people.
Friday, February 12
Monday, February 22
There's nothing much going on today: Washington Capitals: Homevs. Toronto,
maybe you should drink more.
7 p.m. More hockey, more ice, more blood.
Saturday, February 13
It's a lovely sport.
Tomorrow is Va!entine's Day: Don't say Wednesday, February 24
yo u weren't warned.
Washington Capitals: Home vs.Phoenix, 7
Sunday, February 14
p.m. So your floor hockey team crapped out
Valentine's Day: Oh, the romance of an- when it counted most? Soothe the pain by
othergreetingcard-createdholiday. Oh, the watching some skating, some violence, some
beauty of her disappointed face when you scoring.
give her a heated window scraper. Oh the Friday, February 26
love that he feels as you throw the box of Spong Tournament: It's a party and only
pink wine at his head. It's truly marvelous, the chosen few are invited. Thrown by our
this Valentine's Day.
own Moot Court team, the Spong tournament brings a lot of out oftown law students
Monday, February 15
Class Ranks Available Today: See how into the big city ofWilliamsburg. Keep your
you are mathematically eliminated from any eyes open and you 'II be able to spot them out
hope of receiving a good job, or any job at on the town Saturday night.
all. Watch out for those really tense kids Sunday, February 28
who will spend most of today in a clock Washington Capitals: Homevs. Pittsburgh
3 p.m. I know, there area lotofCapsgan1es
tower with an M-16 . listed. I have to fill the space somehow!
Tuesday, February 16
BuffytheVampireSlayer: Yeah weknow

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Dana Loftis (3L ), or the Amicus hanging file. Entries
may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events.
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I
Favorite Spot:
I
Greene Leafe (where else)
I
I
Favorite Beverage:
I
Kamikaze
I
I
1 Dan is a faithful attender of Bar 1
I Reviews and highlyvisible member 1
I of -the 1L class. He is also an 1
Dan Velez

accomplished karoke singer with an I
1extensive
repertoire of songs .
I
1
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1 Favorite Spot:
1 I Favorite Spot:
I
1 Greene Leafe
1 I Boston ("a real city")
I
I
I I
I
1 Favorite Beverage:
1 1 Favorite Beverage:
I
·
1 Beer(dotheysellanythingelse?) 1 I Diet Coke
I
•
.
I
I A faithful employee ofthe 'Leafe' I : · - Audra comes to Williamsburg:
I Adam can still be found there even I I from Mississippi by way of CamI when not on the clock. If be asks for I I b~idge, Massachusetts. On most I1
I your i.d. thatmeansyoudon'tgetout I I nights she can found being amused
often e_nough othe_rwise he would I I by those intoxicated around her. I
1recogmze you on sight.
I I ~Iso sometimes spotted transport-·

I
I
I Favorite Spot:
I
I Greene Leafe
I
I
I
I Favorite Beverage:
I
Martini
(as
seen
in
photo)
I
I
I
I
1 Another expert on Bar Reviews 1
1Nancy is a ocal member of the 1L I
I class. She is also very tolerant of I
I bad jokes and will at least laugh I
I
I politely.
I
I 1
I
I I

· Adam Casagrande

~

.. ___________ .. .. ___________ .. .. ___________ .. .. ___________ ..
I
I

I
I

I

I mg others home after a night out.

:

